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Partially deuterated protonated water dimers, H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and
HDO · H+ · HDO, as important intermediates of isotopic labeled reaction of H3O+ + D2O,
undergo direct dissociation and indirect dissociation, i.e., isomerization before the dissociation.
With Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus theory and ab initio calculations, we have computed their
dissociation and isomerization rate constants separately under the harmonic and anharmonic
oscillator models. On the basis of the dissociation and isomerization rate constants, branching ratios
of two primary products, [HD2O+]/[H2DO+], are predicted under various kinetics models with
the harmonic or anharmonic approximation included. The feasible kinetics model accounting for
experimental results is shown to include anharmonic effect in describing dissociation, while adopting
harmonic approximation for isomerization. Thus, the anharmonic effect is found to play important
roles affecting the dissociation reaction, while isomerization rates are shown to be insensitive to
whether the anharmonic or harmonic oscillator model is being applied. © 2013 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4794152]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrated hydronium ions, (H2O)nH+, have received con-
siderable attention since they are involved in aqueous proton
transfer which plays important roles in many chemical and bi-
ological processes.1–15 In an investigation with time-resolved
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (TR-FTIR) and in
situ H2

18O/H2
16O exchange FTIR, Gerwert and co-workers5

determined how the membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin
uses the interplay among strongly hydrogen-bonded water
molecules, a water molecule with a dangling hydroxyl group,
and a protonated water cluster to transfer protons. In contrast
to this controlled proton transfer in protein environment, a
more random proton migration occurs in liquid water through
the interconversion between an Eigen cation ((H2O)4H+) and
a Zundel cation ((H2O)2H+).6, 7 The latter, i.e., the proto-
nated water dimer represented by an excess proton equally
shared between two water molecules (H2O · · · H+ · · · OH2),
has shown to possess quite large anharmonicity because the
shared proton vibrates in a rather flat potential and undergoes
a large amplitude motion.6–11

Here, we focus our study on partially deuterated pro-
tonated water dimers H2O · H + · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and
HDO · H+ · HDO that are important intermediates of the iso-
topic labeled reaction of H3O+ + D2O. As an effective
method for exploring the proton transfer dynamics, the iso-
tope labeled reaction of H3O+ + D2O (shown in Figure
1) can provide a clear physical picture for the proton mi-

a)E-mail: hongmei@iccas.ac.cn.

gration during the symmetric exchange between two water
molecules. Meanwhile, the existence of deuterium atom re-
sults in isomerizations among partially deuterated protonated
water dimers, which invokes another type of important reac-
tion, isotope scrambling. As shown in the reaction scheme of
Figure 1, a proton transfer to form HD2O+ + H2O mainly
occurs via direct dissociation of H2O · H + · D2O, while iso-
tope scrambling to form HD2O+ + H2O requires the three in-
termediates to live sufficiently long such that they isomerize
before their dissociation. Indeed, Rheinecker et al.’s12 theo-
retical study suggested that the intermediate of H3O++H2O
reaction was a long-lived complex. In a crossed-beam study
of H3O++D2O reaction, Ryan et al.13 observed two primary
products, HD2O+ formed by proton transfer and H2DO+ gen-
erated from isotope scrambling at a collision energy of 0.7 eV.

The competition between proton transfer versus isotope
scrambling, as reflected by the product branching ratio of
[HD2O+]/[H2DO+], strongly relies on dissociation and iso-
merization rates of the three intermediates. To theoretically
describe the competition between proton transfer and isotope
scrambling, the key is to obtain the dissociation and isomer-
ization rates. For such protonated water dimers, anharmonic
effect is required to be taken into account in principal be-
cause of their large anharmonicity. Our earlier work14 indi-
cated that the anharmonic Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus
(RRKM) theory could provide a reasonably good description
for dissociation rate constants of (H2O)2H+ and its deuter-
ated analog (D2O)2D+. However, it remains unclear how an-
harmonicity affects the isomerization rate constants for this
type of systems. Due to the lack of experimental isomerization

0021-9606/2013/138(10)/104301/7/$30.00 © 2013 American Institute of Physics138, 104301-1
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FIG. 1. Reaction scheme of the isotope labeled reaction of H3O+ + D2O.

rates for comparison, it is hard to examine this issue with only
the RRKM calculation results. Fortunately, branching ratios
of [HD2O+]/[H2DO+] as a function of collision energy were
measured with the guided-ion beam mass spectrometry,15

which provides information about the reaction rate compe-
tition between dissociation and isomerization and thus allows
the calculated results to be compared with.

In this paper, we first compute dissociation and iso-
merization rate constants for the partially deuterated pro-
tonated water dimers H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and
HDO · H+ · HDO separately under the harmonic and anhar-
monic oscillator models by using RRKM theory and ab initio
calculations. On the basis of these obtained harmonic and an-
harmonic rate constants, the calculations of branching ratios
[HD2O+]/[H2DO+] as a function of the energy are performed
under various kinetics models. Comparison of the calculated
branching ratios with the experimental values enables evalu-
ating how important the anharmonicity affects isomerization
and dissociation kinetics of partially deuterated protonated
water dimers as well as deriving a feasible kinetics model
to rationalize the kinetic energy dependence experimentally
observed with the product branching ratios of proton transfer
versus isotope scrambling.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. RRKM calculation

For a unimolecular reaction A∗ → A# → P , the rate
constant k(E) with an internal energy E is given by the RRKM
theory (often called quasi-equilibrium theory) as

k(E) = σ

h

W #(E − E#)

ρ(E)
, (1)

where σ is the reaction path degeneracy, h is Planck’s con-
stant, ρ(E) represents the density of states of the energized re-
actant molecule A*, and W #(E − E#) denotes the total num-
ber of states for the activated complex A#, whose activation
energy is E#. In essence, the RRKM theory is a statistical
theory, based on the assumption that the rate of intramolecular
vibrational energy redistribution is so rapid that the dynamical
details are unimportant, and thus all energetically accessible
quantum states will be populated equally.

Conventionally, RRKM calculations are performed with
the harmonic approximation. The Beyer–Swinehart algo-
rithm used in this work is an effective method to evalu-
ate the state density and state numbers in harmonic RRKM
calculations.16 However, for some systems with the weak
bond, such as (H2O)2H+ and (HF)2, the anharmonic effect
is significant.14, 17–20 Generally speaking, the anharmonic ef-
fect on the potential surface has two aspects: One involves the
modification of vibrational energy levels (or frequencies) of
vibrational modes. Recent studies related to this anharmonic
effect have been conducted in the electronic absorption and
emission spectra, photophysical processes, unimolecular dis-
sociations of molecules and clusters, and vibrational dynam-
ics of liquid water.14, 17–22 The other aspect is related to the
mode-mode coupling which can induce vibrational relaxation
and modify the IR spectra through the appearance of side
bands and the broadening of band-widths.23, 24 The adiabatic
approximation model has been proposed to treat this mode-
mode coupling effect for obtaining the fine IR spectra (accu-
rate vibrational frequencies).24 In this paper, we mainly use
the Morse oscillator to describe the anharmonic effect on the
modification of the energy levels which is closely related to
the calculation of reaction rate constants. The Morse oscilla-
tor model has turned out to be an effective way of treating the
anharmonic effect in previous studies.14, 18–20 The eigenergy
of the Morse oscillator can be expressed by

Eni
=

(
ni + 1

2

)
¯ωi − χi

(
ni + 1

2

)2

¯ωi, (2)

where χ i is the anharmonic constant, ωi is the frequency of
the ith vibrational mode, andniis the vibration quantum num-
ber of the vibrational mode. Equation (2) accounts well for the
anharmonicity of the real bond, since the Morse oscillator en-
ergy level spacing decreases as the energy approaches the dis-
sociation energy and the maximum quantum number ni(max)
exists. All the vibrational modes are treated anharmonically
using the Morse oscillator model including the reaction co-
ordinate, the O-O bond stretch mode. It should be noted that
low frequency vibrations below 100 cm−1 are treated sepa-
rately with internal rotations to improve the accuracy of rate
constants. Typically, the anharmonic constants χ i can be the-
oretically determined by the second-order perturbation theory
approach of Barone,25 or by vibrational self-consistent field
methods of Bowman,26 Gerber and Ratner,27 or by the fitting
of force constants. In this work, the anharmonic constants are
calculated by the second-order perturbation theory approach
implemented in GAUSSIAN 0325, 28 and only the diagonal an-
harmonic constants are adopted.

In the evaluation of W #(E − E#) and ρ(E), we con-
tinue to use the computational algorithm developed for
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implementing direct state counting under the anharmonic
model in previous paper.14 For further improving computa-
tional efficiency, the following optimizations for this algo-
rithm are performed in this work. (1) Before counting num-
bers of combinations, we sort energy level values of each vi-
brational mode in descending order, respectively. (2) If an ef-
fective combination is formed by an energy level of a vibra-
tional mode and corresponding energy levels of other vibra-
tional modes, then combinations obtained by this vibrational
energy level and smaller energy levels of other vibrational
modes will be all effective. In this case, numbers of these
combinations will be directly calculated in light of combina-
torics formula, which significantly saves computational time.

B. Ab initio calculations and variation transition state
theory (VTST)

The properties of the reactant and activated complex are
required in RRKM calculations. The geometries of reactants
and transition states (TS) in isomerization process are op-
timized using the MP2 (full) method with 6-311++G (2d,
2p) basis set. Harmonic vibrational frequencies, anharmonic
constants, and zero-point energies (ZPE) are calculated at the
same calculation level with optimized geometries. Activation
energies of the reaction thus are obtained after ZPE correc-
tion. All the quantum chemical calculations have been carried
out using the GAUSSIAN 03 program.28

It is noticeable that we use the VTST approach to ob-
tain TS of dissociation by considering different positions
for the TS along the reaction path, calculating rate con-
stants corresponding to each of them, and finding the mini-
mal value.19, 20, 29 This is because the dissociation of partially
deuterated protonated water dimers is a simple bond cleavage
process, and no distinct TS exists in the potential energy sur-
faces (PES). The approach has been described in detail pre-
viously, therefore, only a brief summary is given here.14 The
minimal RRKM rate constant corresponding to the variational
TS can be obtained along the reaction path q# according to the
following equation:

dk(E)

dq#
= 0. (3)

In other words, the approach calculates rate constants at dif-
ferent positions corresponding different TS along the reaction
path until the minimal rate is found. The reaction coordinates
in our calculations are chosen as the lengths of breaking O-O
bond. Each RRKM calculation requires values of activation
energy, ZPE, and vibrational frequencies as function of reac-
tion coordinate.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Quantum chemistry calculation results

H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO
are important intermediates of the isotope labeled reaction
of H3O+ + D2O. As shown in Figure 1, H2O · H+ · D2O,
H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO undergo dissociation
and isomerization to generate various fragment ions. To ob-

FIG. 2. The optimized geometries of (a) H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO,
and HDO · H+ · HDO, (b) TS1 and TS2 for the isomerization, and (c) TS3-
TS7 for the dissociation. All geometries were obtained with MP2 (full) 6-
311++G(2d,2p) calculations. Bond lengths are in angstrom and bong angles
are in degree.

tain dissociation and isomerization rate constants, the proper-
ties of the reactants and transition states in the reaction pro-
cess are required to be known first.

In light of Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the par-
tially deuterated protonated water dimers, H2O · H+ · D2O,
H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO, are believed to have
the same geometry and PES as those of (H2O)2H+. Accord-
ingly, we performed ab initio calculations of the (H2O)2H+

ion at the level of MP2(full)/6-311++G(2d,2p), and obtained
its optimized geometry (Figure 2(a)). Adopting this geome-
try and considering isotope effect, the harmonic vibrational
frequencies and anharmonic constants of the deuterated pro-
tonated water dimers were calculated at the same level and the
results are summarized in Table I.

The isomerization processes are reversible, correspond-
ing to four TSs. For TS of each isomerization step, the opti-
mized geometry is shown to be a bridged structure by MP2
(full)/6-311++G (2d,2p) calculations (see Figure 2(b)). Such
geometry agrees with previous calculation results.15, 30 After
ZPE corrections, isomerization activation energies of TS1(+),
TS1(−), TS2(+), and TS2(−) are 12.70, 12.11, 12.75, and
12.77 kcal/mol, respectively. These energies are in agreement
with Honma et al.’s calculations in which the bridged tran-
sition states lie 12.3 kcal/mol above (H2O)2H+,15 but differ
from Evleth et al.’s result because of different calculation
method and basis sets applied.30

However, no distinct TS exists for dissociation of these
deuterated protonated water dimers because the reverse pro-
cess (i.e., the combination of hydronium ion and water) is bar-
rierless. In this case, we use the VTST approach to obtain
variational TS for each dissociation pathway. The geometry
of the TSs is thus obtained and plotted in Figure 2(c). Figure
2(c) shows the TS structure obtained at the collision energy of
31.45 kcal/mol with the VTST method and the TS structure
is independent of the energy in the inspected energy range.
For H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO,
each of the first two can dissociate in two ways, and the last
one has only one dissociation channel. Correspondingly, there
are five TSs (TS3-TS7) for the dissociation processes. Af-
ter ZPE correction, the activation energies for dissociation
pathway are separately 30.50, 30.37, 30.95, 31.05, and 31.04
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TABLE I. Harmonic vibrational frequencies (cm−1) and anharmonic constants calculated at the level of MP2 (full)/6-311++G (2d, 2p). The anharmonic
constants are obtained by the second-order perturbation theory approach implemented in GAUSSIAN 03 and the diagonal anharmonic constants are listed.

Ions Harmonic frequencies Anharmonic constants

A 153, 258, 391, 453, 542, 606, 771, 1267, 1505, 1648,
1755, 2732, 2855, 3794, 3891

0.0728,0.0520,0.0012,0.0388,0.0077,0.0086,0.0016,0.0068,
0.0387,0.0390,0.0082,0.0088,0.0104,0.0123,0.0137

B 162, 251, 432, 449, 517, 618,658, 1164, 1235, 1520,
1704, 2788, 3793, 3849, 3891

0.0763,0.0122,0.0090,0.0639,0.0237,0.0119,0.0006,0.0386,
0.0508,0.0078,0.0087,0.0169,0.0122,0.0231,0.0137

C 147, 262, 431, 443, 481, 619, 776, 1406, 1497, 1596,
1704, 2785, 2791, 3847, 3851

0.0675,0.0001,0.0476,0.0067,0.0419,0.0046,0.0001,0.0077,
0.033,0.0075,0.0229,0.0081,0.0081,0.0111,0.0111

TS1 −384, 240, 294, 322, 416, 434, 935, 1259, 1485, 1692,
2590, 2738, 3596, 3815, 3911,

0.0054,0.0145,0.0347,0.0059,0.0106,0.0321,0.008,0.0068,
0.0093,0.0121,0.0131,0.023,0.0111,0.0120

TS2 −397, 260, 285, 293, 399, 409, 990, 1416, 1490, 1627,
2612, 2808, 3585, 3746, 3863

0.0058,0.0171,0.0121,0.0071,0.0093,0.0442,0.0042,
0.0067,0.0087,0.0167,0.0156,0.0205,0.0209,0.0216

TS3 −23, 9, 41, 54, 114, 142, 925, 1223, 1715, 1717, 2785,
2914, 3611, 3713, 3721

0.0001,0.2113,0.1637,0.0115,0.0001,0.0894,0.0083,0.0076,
0.0077,0.0080,0.0093,0.0079,0.0119,0.0130

TS4 −23, 10, 31, 46, 157, 189, 778, 1283, 1549, 1672, 2624,
2734, 3677, 3863, 3977

0.0001,0.2008,0.1575,0.005,0.0001,0.0683,0.0038,
0.0065,0.0112,0.0083,0.0100,0.0237,0.0112,0.0121

TS5 −23, 10, 32, 42, 157, 189, 776, 1283, 1547, 1672, 2620,
2730, 3688, 3863, 3977

0.0001,0.2240,0.1107,0.0051,0.0001,0.0683,0.0038,
0.0065,0.0112,0.0083,0.0100,0.0237,0.0112,0.0121

TS6 −23, 9, 37, 43, 131, 168, 853, 1450, 1466, 1691, 2670,
2847, 3653, 3721, 3923

0.0001,0.1912,0.1135,0.0191,0.0001,0.0812,0.0044,
0.009,0.0070,0.017,0.0154,0.0117,0.0130,0.0214

TS7 −23, 9, 34, 51, 131, 168, 855, 1450, 1466, 1692, 2678,
2847, 3648, 3715, 3923

0.0001,0.2324,0.1571,0.0190,0.0001,0.0803,0.0043,
0.0090,0.0070,0.0169,0.0154,0.0120,0.0133,0.0214

kcal/mol. These results are consistent with experimental val-
ues of 31.6 and 31.8 kcal/mol and a theoretical value of 30.95
kcal/mol for (H2O)2H+.15, 31, 32 All the obtained harmonic vi-
brational frequencies and anharmonic constants for the TSs
of the isomerization and dissociation are also collected in
Table I.

B. Anharmonic effect on dissociation and
isomerization processes

On the basis of the above ab initio calculation results,
dissociation and isomerization rate constants for these par-
tially deuterated protonated water dimers, H2O · H+ · D2O,
H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H + · HDO, are separately com-
puted under the harmonic oscillator and anharmonic oscillator
models within RRKM formalism. The calculated reaction rate
constants are listed in Tables S1 and S2,33 and illustrated in
Figure 3, respectively.

For the convenience of discussion, we use A, B,
and C to denote H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and
HDO · H+ · HDO hereafter. For dissociation rate constants
(k3−k7), as shown in Figure 3(a), harmonic and anharmonic
results are close to each other merely in quite low energy
range (∼1 kcal/mol above activation energy). The deviation
between harmonic and anharmonic results becomes larger
when the total energy rises. Such a big difference is caused by
the use of the different models, the harmonic and anharmonic
potentials (the Morse potential), to describe the vibrational
energy levels in the calculations. The harmonic rate constants
always go up with the increasing total energy, because the
harmonic RRKM calculations overstate the number of states
by using linear quantum harmonic vibration equation. On the
contrary, the anharmonic RRKM calculations take into ac-
count the effect of Morse potential on the bond breaking so

that anharmonic rate constants tend to reach a plateau as the
total energy is increased beyond a certain limit. The calcula-
tion results show that the dissociation of A, B, and C exhibits
significant anharmonic effect.

From Table S1,33 it can be also seen that when anhar-
monic rate constants of A, B, and C approach the limit of
1012 s−1, their harmonic rate constants already reach 1013

s−1 and even 1014 s−1 in the high energy range (about
50–73 kcal/mol). Obviously, the harmonic results are un-
reasonable, because the dissociation rate should be smaller
than the rate of intramolecular vibrational relaxation (1013–
1012 s−1) according to RRKM theory. Therefore, RRKM
calculations of dissociation rate constants should take the

FIG. 3. (a) Dissociation and (b) isomerization rate constants under sep-
arately harmonic and anharmonic oscillator models for H2O · H+ · D2O,
H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO. Solid dots correspond to harmonic
results, where rate constants for each isomerization step or dissociation chan-
nel are similar. Hollow dots represent anharmonic results, where rate con-
stants for each isomerization step or dissociation channel are slightly differ-
ent and are labeled underneath the curves.
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anharmonic effect into account, especially in the high en-
ergy range. This is consistent with our previous finding for
(H2O)2H+ in which proper description of the dissociation rate
constants was only obtained under anharmonic model. The
experimentally obtained IR spectra of (H2O)2H+ revealed vi-
brational frequencies deviated from harmonic fundamentals,
also suggesting considerable anharmonic effect for protonated
water dimers.9, 10

For isomerization rate constants of A, B, and C, as shown
in Figure 3(b), there is almost no difference between har-
monic and anharmonic results in the energy range of ∼13–
32 kcal/mol. When the energy continues to increase, the de-
viation between harmonic and anharmonic results is still not
large. Even in the high energy range, anharmonic isomeriza-
tion rate constants are only about two to five times as large
as harmonic results. These results indicate that isomerization
rates are insensitive to whether anharmonic or harmonic os-
cillator model is being applied.

It is noticeable that there are three low frequencies (<100
cm−1) in the dissociation TSs (TS3-TS7), whereas in isomer-
ization TSs (TS1 and TS2), all frequencies are higher than 200
cm−1. In the dissociation process of protonated water dimers,
no distinct TS exists. For performing RRKM calculations, we
use the VTST approach to obtain the variational TS. Com-
pared to the normal TSs in the isomerization process, the dis-
sociation TSs have very long O-O bond length (about 6.997
Å), inevitably leading to low frequency vibrations. To ob-
tain more accurate dissociation rate constants, these low fre-
quency vibrations below 100 cm−1 are separately treated as
internal rotations in the calculation of dissociation rate con-
stants, while other frequency vibrations are treated with the
anharmonic (Morse oscillator) model. The potential energy
barriers for internal rotations related to these three low fre-
quency vibrations are obtained at MP2 (full)/6-311++(2d,2p)
level. The calculated barrier heights (Erot) for the three inter-
nal rotations are 2 cm−1, 11 cm−1, and 230 cm−1, respec-
tively. Depending on the magnitude of the barriers involved,
the low frequency vibrations with Erot = 2 cm−1 and 11cm−1

are treated with free internal rotations, and the low frequency
vibration with Erot = 230 cm−1 is treated with hindered inter-
nal rotation. For free internal rotations, the energy levels are
calculated by the formalism of Em = m2¯2/2I (m = 0, ±1,
±2, . . . ). For the hindered internal rotation, the eigenener-
gies of the rotational potential energy surface are calculated
numerically using discrete variable representation method.34

The sum of states of dissociation TSs is estimated by the di-
rect counting method.

The calculated dissociation rate constants under the an-
harmonic (Morse oscillator) model with free or hindered in-
ternal rotations treatment are listed in Table S3,33 which are
about 2–3 times larger than those obtained under pure Morse
oscillator treatment (results in Table S1 in the supplemen-
tary material33), and are still in the reasonable range. As
will be discussed in Sec. III C, when these dissociation rate
constants obtained under the anharmonic model with free
or hindered internal rotations treatment are applied in cal-
culating the product branching ratios, more reasonable re-
sults in better agreement with experimental results will be
obtained.

C. Branching ratios

As shown in Figure 1, there are two primary products,
HD2O+ and H2DO+ formed from the isotope labeled re-
action of H3O+ + D2O through the three intermediates A,
B, and C. HD2O+ is mainly produced by direct dissocia-
tion of A, whereas H2DO+ is formed via indirect dissocia-
tion, i.e., A isomerizes to B and C followed by respective
dissociations. Branching ratio of the two primary products,
[HD2O+]/[H2DO+], reflects the competition between direct
and indirect dissociation after isomerization. The calculated
dissociation and isomerization rate constants provide a basis
for deriving a kinetics model of branching ratios.

As illustrated in Figure 1, we separately define rate
constant for each isomerization step and dissociation chan-
nel. Under this kinetics scheme, formation rate of products
HD2O+and H2DO+ can be written by the following equa-
tions:

d[HD2O+]/dt = k4[A] + k6[B], (4)

d[HD2O+]/dt = k5[B] + k7[C]. (5)

The kinetics expressions for B and C are given by

d [B] /dt = k1(+) [A] + k2(−) [C] − M1 [B] , (6)

d [C] /dt = k2(+) [B] − (k2(−) + k7) [C] , (7)

where M1 = k5 + k6 + k2( + ) + k1( − ). Application of the
steady state assumption to intermediates B and C yields

[B] = k7 + k2(−)

k2(+)
[C] , (8)

[A] = M1(k7 + k2(−)) − k2(+)k2(−)

k1(+)k2(+)
[C] . (9)

Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eqs. (4) and (5), branching
ratio of HD2O+ and H2DO+ can be expressed as

[HD2O+]

[H2DO+]

= k1(+)k6(k7 + k2(−))+k4(M1(k7 + k2(−))−k2(+)k2(−))

k1(+)(k5(k7+k2(−))+k2(+)k7)
.

(10)

With this kinetics scheme, branching ratios of the two
primary products, [HD2O+]/[H2DO+], can be calculated un-
der various models as below. One is the Harmonic-Harmonic
(H-H) model in which harmonic dissociation and harmonic
isomerization rate constants are used in the formula. The sec-
ond is the Anharmonic-Harmonic (AH-H) model consider-
ing anharmonic effect merely in the calculation of dissocia-
tion rate constant. In other words, we use anharmonic disso-
ciation rate constants and harmonic isomerization rate con-
stants to calculate the branching ratio. In the third model,
the Anharmonic-Anharmonic (AH-AH) model, both the dis-
sociation and isomerization rates adopt the values under an-
harmonic models. By this means, the energy dependences of
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FIG. 4. The energy dependence of product branching ratios of
[HD2O+]/[H2DO+] under various kinetics models. An enlarged view
of branching ratios under the AH-H, AH-AH, and AHI-H models as a
function of energy is shown in the inset.

branching ratios [HD2O+]/[H2DO+] under the H-H, AH-H,
and AH-AH models were calculated and the results are plot-
ted in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, there is almost no discernible
difference in the calculated values among the three models
near the dissociation threshold around 31 kcal/mol. For in-
stance, the branching ratios [HD2O+]/[H2DO+] calculated
by using the H-H, AH-H, and AH-AH models are sepa-
rately 0.72, 0.79, and 0.84 at the energy of 32.1 kcal/mol.
These results all consist with the experimental observation
that branching ratios of [HD2O+]/[H2DO+] are close to 1 at
low collision energies.15 Thus, in the low energy range (be-
low 40 kcal/mol), calculated branching ratios are not sensi-
tive to whether the anharmonic effect is introduced into the
kinetics model. Nevertheless, the results under the three mod-
els become considerably different when the total energy in-
creases. In the energy range 40–73 kcal/mol, the branching
ratios under the H-H model rapidly increase to 548 as shown
in Figure 4, which are greatly deviated from experimental
observations15 that branching ratios of HD2O+ to H2DO+

only went up from 1 to about 20 or 30 in the same energy
range. Furthermore, at high total energy range, the predicted
branching ratio as high as 548 would mean that the formation
of H2DO+ can be completely ignored, but H2DO+ was clearly
observed in the experiments.13, 15 The contradictions between
the prediction of H-H model and experimental results suggest
that it is unreasonable to use the H-H model for calculating
branching ratios in high total energy range.

From Figure 4, it is also seen that branching ratios pre-
dicted by AH-H and AH-AH models both fall into a rea-
sonable range as anharmonic effect is considered. An en-
larged view of the energy dependence of the results under
the two models is shown in the inset of Figure 4. For the
AH-H model, branching ratios are found to increase gradu-
ally from 1 to 6 with the growth of total energy, which are
much closer to experimental results15 than those under H-H
model. The more reasonable results obtained under AH-H
model confirm further that proper dissociation rate constant

can be obtained only when anharmonic effect is considered.
In fact, much smaller anharmonic dissociation rates instead
of harmonic rates are used in the AH-H model, which reduces
branching ratios to a reasonable range. However, as anhar-
monic effect is simultaneously included in describing both
the dissociation and isomerization processes, branching ratios
under the AH-AH model maintain a constant value of ∼2 in
the energy range from 40 to 73 kcal/mol as shown in the in-
set of Figure 4, which is apparently in contradiction with the
experimentally observed gradual increase of branching ratio
[HD2O+]/[H2DO+] with the collision energy.

The quite different results obtained by the AH-H and AH-
AH models imply that the anharmonic effect displayed with
isomerization and dissociation is different. In the AH-AH
model when isomerization is also treated with anharmonic
approximation, the isomerization rate constants grow as the
total energy increases, with similar amplitude to that of the
dissociation rate constants (Figure 3). As a result, this leads
to branching ratio predicted by the AH-AH model being no
longer sensitive to the energy and remains at ∼2 in a wide en-
ergy range. In the AH-H model, the increasing amplitude of
harmonic isomerization rate with total energy is smaller than
that of anharmonic dissociation rate. Consequently, branch-
ing ratios obtained by the AH-H model gradually rise with
the growth of the energy, which agrees well with experimen-
tal results. Thus, the energy dependence of branching ratios
predicted under the AH-H model is more reasonable. Over-
all, it shows that for the partially deuterated protonated water
dimers, anharmonic oscillator with Morse potential is more
suitable for calculating the dissociation rate, while harmonic
approximation tends to be appropriate for calculating isomer-
ization rate. This is reasonable if considering the characteris-
tic PES of dissociation and isomerization, i.e., the geometry
moves far away from the equilibrium position along the PES
as the bond breaks, whereas the isomerization only occurs
near the equilibrium position of the PES. Thus, the branch-
ing ratios of [HD2O+]/[H2DO+] can be rationalized under the
AH-H model. To improve this model further, the dissociation
rate constants calculated under the anharmonic (Morse oscil-
lator) model with free or hindered internal rotations treatment
(Table S3 in the supplementary material33) are applied in cal-
culating the product branching ratios, and labeled as AHI-H
model. The calculated branching ratios under AHI-H model
are also plotted in Figure 4. It shows that the branching ratios
under the AHI-H model gradually increase from 1 to about 15
in the given energy range, which agrees even better with the
experimental results15 than those under the AH-H model, as
expected.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Partially deuterated protonated water dimers,
H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO,
are important intermediates of the isotopic labeled reaction
of H3O+ + D2O. The isotope labeling reaction that involves
dissociation and isomerization of these intermediates pro-
vides a physical picture for the proton migration during
the symmetric exchange between two water molecules,
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and invokes another type of important reaction, isotope
scrambling.

We have investigated the dissociation and isomeriza-
tion kinetics of partially deuterated protonated water dimers,
H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO, and HDO · H+ · HDO,
based on the harmonic and anharmonic oscillator models us-
ing RRKM theory and ab initio calculations. For the dissoci-
ation reaction, we find that the anharmonic and harmonic rate
constants are quite different when the total energy increases,
and the rate constants even become unreasonably large un-
der the harmonic oscillator model in the high energy. This is
an indication that the anharmonicity plays important roles af-
fecting the dissociation of H2O · H+ · D2O, H2O · D+ · HDO,
and HDO · H+ · HDO. However, for the isomerization reac-
tion, anharmonic rate constants are only two to five times as
large as harmonic results in the high energy range, implying
that isomerization rates are insensitive to whether anharmonic
or harmonic oscillator model is being applied.

On the basis of the calculated dissociation and isomer-
ization rate constants, the branching ratios of two primary
products, [HD2O+]/[H2DO+], as a function of the energy are
predicted under three kinetics models, the H-H, AH-H, and
AH-AH models, respectively. The AH-AH model predicts
that branching ratios maintain constantly at ∼2 in the energy
range from 40 to 73 kcal/mol. The branching ratios obtained
with the AH-H model are found to increase gradually from 1
to 6 in the given energy range. More differently, for the H-H
model, branching ratios are found to increase rapidly from 1
to 548 with the growth of total energy. AH-H model is shown
to be a feasible kinetics model here for predicting branching
ratios in agreement with experimental results, in which an-
harmonic dissociation and harmonic isomerization rate con-
stants are used. This indicates that anharmonic oscillator with
Morse potential is more suitable for calculating the dissocia-
tion rate, while harmonic approximation tends to be appropri-
ate for calculating isomerization rates of this type of systems.
To further improve AH-H model, the three low frequency vi-
brations below 100 cm−1 of the dissociation transition states
are separately treated with free or hindered internal rotations,
while other frequency vibrations treated with the anharmonic
(Morse oscillator) model and the computed dissociation rate
constants are applied in calculating the product branching ra-
tios (AHI-H model). It shows that the branching ratios under
the AHI-H model gradually increase from 1 to about 15 in the
given energy range, which agrees even better with the experi-
mental results than those under the AH-H model, as expected.
Overall, the anharmonic RRKM calculations provide a ratio-
nale for the energy dependence experimentally observed with
the product branching ratios of proton transfer versus isotope
scrambling.
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